Residency Interview Day Feedback

1. Start time
Response

Response

Percent

Count

Too Early

1.5%

1

Good Time

98.5%

66

Too Late

0.0%

0

No Opinon

0.0%

0

answered question

67

skipped question

0

Response

Response

Percent

Count

2. Overview Video

Informative

76.1%

51

Fair

16.4%

11

Not Helpful

6.0%

4

No Opinion

1.5%

1

answered question

67

skipped question

0
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3. Faculty Interviews
Response

Response

Percent

Count

Informative

91.0%

61

Fair

9.0%

6

Not Helfpul

0.0%

0

No Opinion

0.0%

0

answered question

67

skipped question

0

Response

Response

Percent

Count

4. Resident Interivew/ED and Hospital Tour

Informative

89.6%

60

Fair

10.4%

7

Not Helpful

0.0%

0

No Opinion

0.0%

0

answered question

67

skipped question

0
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5. Benefit Meeting with Coordinator
Response

Response

Percent

Count

Informative

58.2%

39

Fair

31.3%

21

Not helpful

7.5%

5

No Opinion

3.0%

2

answered question

67

skipped question

0

6. What did you feel were our strengths?
Response
Count
60
answered question

60

skipped question

7

7. What were our weaknesses?
Response
Count
39
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answered question

39

skipped question

28

8. What did you dislike?
Response
Count
37
answered question

37

skipped question

30

9. Video Comments:
Response
Count
39
answered question

39

skipped question

28

10. General Comments
Response
Count
37
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answered question

37

skipped question

30

Q6. What did you feel were our strengths?

1

strong and integrated curriculum

Feb 8, 2012 11:58 PM

2

I felt that the interview day was very well planned. It was great to have the preinterview dinner at a resident's apartment; this provides for a much more laid
back atmosphere than a restaurant and provides a much better environment for
conversations. It is also nice to see an example of where your residents live.
The start time was appropriate. One-on-one tour with a resident was wonderful.
I felt that you offered applicants more face-time with your residents than probably
anywhere else I interviewed at, which is a definite strength. I felt that your
faculty were very friendly and informative. I absolutely loved the fact that you
had time allotted during the day for us to shadow in the ED if we wanted to.

Feb 1, 2012 10:25 PM

3

Vision, resident feedback, resident cohesiveness, fun/enthusiastic staff

Jan 26, 2012 2:03 PM

4

All of my questions were answered even before my interview, amazed at you
openness about strengths and weakness

Jan 26, 2012 12:31 PM

5

EM running the SICU.

Jan 20, 2012 4:08 PM

6

I really liked the one on one tour with the resident, as well as the lunch. I liked
eating from your cafeteria! The food was good and it was nice to see what eating
here would be like!

Jan 18, 2012 10:48 PM

7

Critical care, ultrasound. I really liked the one-on-one tour/interview with the
chief resident.

Jan 18, 2012 8:33 PM

8

Everyone was very personable Great Hospitality Information Clarity and volume

Jan 13, 2012 3:31 PM

9

Dr. Ankel went out of his way to address my career interests and how they could
be pursued at Regions. The one-on-one tour of the hospital with a resident
allowed for more questions to be asked. I also greatly appreciated the
opportunity to observe in the ED for a full hour without having to extend the
length of my interview day. The facilities were beautiful. Playing x-box kinects
with the residents the night before was a bonus.

Jan 13, 2012 11:40 AM

10

Excellent patient population mix, management of SICU as a resident, intubations
from Day 1, administration sincerely concerned and proactive about quality of
resident well-being, education, and opinions; great place to live.

Jan 12, 2012 8:09 PM

11

Friendly, personalized

Jan 12, 2012 5:16 PM

12

It was nice that we got to meet with both Dr. Hegarty and Dr. Ankel. All the
necessary information was given without wasted time.

Jan 11, 2012 10:55 PM

13

-answered every question I could possibly come up with throughout the day.

Jan 10, 2012 10:19 PM

14

interacting with the residents, program director

Jan 9, 2012 6:14 PM

15

The faculty, the facility, the residents, the focus on the residents.

Jan 8, 2012 11:36 AM

16

Meeting with ther residents one-on-one for the hospital tour was a great
experience and a wonderful way to learn more about the program.

Dec 29, 2011 11:04 PM

17

Love the private interview/tour with a resident, I think this is a great idea and

Dec 29, 2011 10:12 PM
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Q6. What did you feel were our strengths?

unique as compared with many programs I have interviewed.
18

residents are all really fun/interesting, very very transparent program
administration, supportive environment, pediatrics experience

Dec 28, 2011 4:38 PM

19

Interview with resident was the tour. This is an absolutely fantastic way to do it.
Another strength was Dr. Hegarty's explanation of some of the anonymous
feedback.

Dec 28, 2011 12:06 PM

20

Faculty interviewers were engaging and friendly. They had clearly read my
application. Excellent ED, both the facility and ancillary staff Large number of
ICU months. Off-service rotations seemed high yield. Faculty experience with
quality improvement, including the new fellowship program

Dec 27, 2011 7:29 PM

21

patient population, running the sicu.

Dec 27, 2011 5:37 PM

22

The individual interview was greatly helpful. As far as general strength the
kindness and sincerity of all associated with the program.

Dec 21, 2011 9:05 PM

23

Faculty are intelligent and dedicated to resident education. Patient population is
diverse. Good ancillary services. Good critical care rotations.

Dec 21, 2011 9:14 AM

24

Openness, great people, nice facility

Dec 20, 2011 1:00 PM

25

Faculty and program leadership; cohesiveness of residents; facilities; early
exposure to procedures

Dec 19, 2011 12:48 AM

26

Wonderful location and enthusiastic staff

Dec 18, 2011 4:38 PM

27

People. Really amazing.

Dec 17, 2011 6:02 PM

28

Transparency- the most open, frank, honest information on your program,
strengths, etc.

Dec 16, 2011 9:24 AM

29

Location, facility, teaching, people

Dec 16, 2011 12:17 AM

30

Open, honest program. Happy residents. Excellent facilities. Well organized and
well ran.

Dec 15, 2011 11:32 PM

31

Time management in the interview was great. There were no long downtimes, I
liked being able to go down to the ED for a few minutes to observe, liked the
personal tour (felt like I got all of my questions answered).

Dec 15, 2011 5:07 PM

32

Simulation lab tour, showing the ED after the discussion as to how it functioned

Dec 15, 2011 11:41 AM

33

Lots of information

Dec 15, 2011 11:39 AM

34

nice packets; friendly people!

Dec 11, 2011 10:23 PM

35

-Video: clever way to give feel for program/department/twin cities -Tour: all of us
applicants felt the individualized tours (and schedules) were a great way to show
how much staff and residents care for the program. -Residents: Were all very
proud of program and happy to provide any information needed -Transparency:
Were very cognizant and forward with weaknesses of program and had plans on

Dec 4, 2011 12:01 PM
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Q6. What did you feel were our strengths?

how to fix them
36

Fun and friendly group of faculty and residents, individual tours for each
applicant

Dec 4, 2011 9:10 AM

37

Very informative and organized interview day. The staff has been very helpful in
regards to answering any questions even before the interview day. I like that the
program is very forthcoming and open with their program and the information.

Dec 3, 2011 4:53 PM

38

Supportive, nurturing environment. I really liked PD.

Dec 2, 2011 12:17 AM

39

All of the information was available prior to the interview and on the web-site. I
enjoyed having the resident interview/tour occur at the same time.

Dec 1, 2011 4:52 PM

40

People, SICU experience

Dec 1, 2011 3:20 PM

41

The late start option takes away the stress of getting to the hospital on time and
waking up with just a phone alarm.

Dec 1, 2011 11:22 AM

42

The walk with the resident and allowance for one on one time.

Dec 1, 2011 11:02 AM

43

Regions does a good job of showing a welcoming, community-oriented program.

Nov 28, 2011 5:09 PM

44

Very informative and low-stress interview day. Enjoyed the opportunity to
observe in the ED for a short time. Nice to have the resident interview and have
residents around during the day to chat with.

Nov 28, 2011 2:49 PM

45

Very open and receptive. Enthusiastic staff and residents. Strong EMS and
research.

Nov 28, 2011 12:46 PM

46

critical care experience transparency/ response to resident feedback in resolving
issues

Nov 28, 2011 12:30 PM

47

facility, curriculum, resident friendliness

Nov 28, 2011 11:22 AM

48

--The transparency of the program was unparalleled by any that I've seen thus
far --Interviewers were friendly, gave an impression that they were passionate
about teaching --Dr. Ankel was very supportive of student research ideas

Nov 28, 2011 10:14 AM

49

I liked the amount of time residents spend in the SICU. The facilities and faculty
I met are great and seem to foster a good learning environment.

Nov 28, 2011 9:54 AM

50

Toxicology, Dr. Ankel, Dr. Dahms

Nov 28, 2011 9:36 AM

51

Residents, resident dinner showed this well. Facilities are great so the tour is
great. relaxed atmosphere.

Nov 28, 2011 12:40 AM

52

friendliness of people, facilities; the "ultrathesia" days intermixed in the
curriculum throughout the year

Nov 13, 2011 12:27 PM

53

Welcoming, organized

Nov 12, 2011 3:09 PM

54

The faculty and residents were pleasant and appeared to be focused on
providing a quality residency education. There is excellent critical care

Nov 11, 2011 2:57 PM
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Q6. What did you feel were our strengths?

exposure, good post-residency opportunities, and nice new facilities.
55

Very quality oriented program. Made the interviewee feel like you really were
interested in us.

Nov 9, 2011 2:32 PM

56

Critical care experience, residents, openness of the program, program
leadership, facilities, fellowships.

Nov 8, 2011 9:40 PM

57

The residents were all very nice and helpful. It was good that so many came to
the dinner the night before as well as during lunch.

Nov 7, 2011 6:11 PM

58

resident/education focused; friendly and hospitable people; critical care and
advanced EM training (tox, QI, etc)

Nov 7, 2011 5:42 PM

59

Very organized day. Very informative. Everyone was welcoming and friendly.

Nov 7, 2011 1:42 PM

60

-You guys really put all your information out there. Your website is up to date
and has all your information. -Interview day was very well-organized even
though it was the first one -Friendly Faculty -Offering a.m/p.m options or
interviews -Meeting with the residency director was good although it felt a little
rushed since we all had to meet with him.

Nov 7, 2011 12:56 PM
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Q7. What were our weaknesses?

1

none

Feb 8, 2012 11:58 PM

2

I felt that the benefits meeting could have been a little longer. I did not have any
dedicated meetings about benefits packages at any of my other interviews,
however, so this was still a strength.

Feb 1, 2012 10:25 PM

3

Residents seemed like didn't want to get to know me, no asking me of questions,
but we're very knowledgable and friendly.

Jan 26, 2012 12:31 PM

4

I think the video should be refined just a little bit. Otherwise it was good!

Jan 18, 2012 10:48 PM

5

Video was not helpful

Jan 18, 2012 3:14 PM

6

Nothing comes to mind.

Jan 13, 2012 3:31 PM

7

I did not get to see the sim center.

Jan 13, 2012 11:40 AM

8

Lack of in-hospital gym, although I heard there is talk of building on in the future.

Jan 12, 2012 8:09 PM

9

It would be nice to have more residents at the lunch

Jan 12, 2012 5:16 PM

10

Try to spend a little more time getting to know the applicant vs. answering
applicant questions.

Jan 11, 2012 10:55 PM

11

-nothing stand out as a weakness

Jan 10, 2012 10:19 PM

12

The video to start was not very personable and could really have been
something we looked at on the web before we came

Jan 8, 2012 11:36 AM

13

None, very good interview process! Moved smoothly and efficiently!

Dec 29, 2011 10:12 PM

14

younger residency, not much community experience

Dec 28, 2011 4:38 PM

15

Benefits meeting was fine, but probably not necessary.

Dec 28, 2011 12:06 PM

16

Content of the video was helpful, but the quality of the filming was not as high as
some other programs

Dec 27, 2011 7:29 PM

17

limited EMS experience, no air.

Dec 27, 2011 5:37 PM

18

Only one month of elective.

Dec 21, 2011 9:14 AM

19

Not sure

Dec 19, 2011 12:48 AM

20

Legitimately having difficulty coming up with many. Maybe getting to spend a
little bit more time with the program director and associate/assistant directors?

Dec 17, 2011 6:02 PM

21

can't think of any

Dec 16, 2011 12:17 AM

22

Shuffled between 'home base' rooms 3 different times during day. Lunch period
a little long

Dec 15, 2011 11:41 AM

23

a little confusing parking and getting there

Dec 11, 2011 10:23 PM
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Q7. What were our weaknesses?

24

-papers: all were useful, but amount of papers in the packet were a little
overwhelming to a nervous applicant. May be some utility to putting nonprogram papers in another folder.

Dec 4, 2011 12:01 PM

25

The lunch felt a little disjointed; applicants waited in lines for varying amounts of
time, so some of us were finished with our lunch as others were just returning.

Dec 4, 2011 9:10 AM

26

The interview dinner could have been at a better location. There were too many
people crammed into one space. A restaurant may be a better choice.

Dec 3, 2011 4:53 PM

27

My walking tour person was a bit strange and didn't ask me any questions. Also,
seemed like he could have taken more control of the situation.

Dec 2, 2011 12:17 AM

28

Lunch maybe could have been combined with the benefits meeting.

Dec 1, 2011 4:52 PM

29

You did not discuss EMS at all, I wasn't sure how the flight program fit in or any
EMS ride alongs.

Dec 1, 2011 11:02 AM

30

A bit too much time sitting around between/before interviews.

Nov 28, 2011 2:49 PM

31

Lots of off-service time in 2nd and 3rd years

Nov 28, 2011 12:46 PM

32

no noticable

Nov 28, 2011 11:22 AM

33

--Would have liked to know more about the patient population being served by
Regions --Benefits talk ended the day on a slow note --Other programs I've
visited emphasize their relationship with consultants and residents more than
Regions does, leaving a greater impression of a teamwork atmosphere

Nov 28, 2011 10:14 AM

34

I did not see any weaknesses.

Nov 28, 2011 9:54 AM

35

I am surprised there is no requirement to work the urgent care area, just
because it is not the residents' first choice. It seems like that is more of day to
day EM than the exciting stuff...

Nov 28, 2011 9:36 AM

36

None really, seems like a good set up for an interview day.

Nov 28, 2011 12:40 AM

37

Being separate from the U Minn campus does remove teaching faculty
resources from other departments, although I do not know if that impacts
training. Also, I was told that there are some on-line electronic resources
available, but that we wouldn't have the same access that U Minn students have.
Again, I am not sure if or how this may affect training.

Nov 11, 2011 2:57 PM

38

Nothing

Nov 7, 2011 1:42 PM

39

-Can't really think of any. -

Nov 7, 2011 12:56 PM
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Q8. What did you dislike?

1

none

Feb 8, 2012 11:58 PM

2

The program director should talk to the applicants at the beginning of the day
instead of having a video. It felt very distant not being able to talk to him except
during the interview.

Feb 6, 2012 7:33 PM

3

I cannot think of anything at this time.

Feb 1, 2012 10:25 PM

4

Nothing

Jan 26, 2012 12:31 PM

5

Nothing

Jan 18, 2012 10:48 PM

6

Nothing comes to mind.

Jan 13, 2012 3:31 PM

7

Nothing.

Jan 13, 2012 11:40 AM

8

Heavy night-load for intern year, although this is also a great learning
opportunity.

Jan 12, 2012 8:09 PM

9

Nothing

Jan 12, 2012 5:16 PM

10

Though it was nice to have the benefit meeting with the coordinator, I feel the
paperwork is fairly self explanatory so it is not necessarily necessary.

Dec 29, 2011 10:12 PM

11

Can't think of anything

Dec 28, 2011 4:38 PM

12

Not interviewing with Dr. Hegarty.

Dec 28, 2011 12:06 PM

13

I did not feel the benefit meeting was necessary.

Dec 27, 2011 7:29 PM

14

Nothing

Dec 19, 2011 12:48 AM

15

Nothing.

Dec 17, 2011 6:02 PM

16

Really nothing except that it was cold outside.

Dec 16, 2011 12:17 AM

17

Nothing

Dec 15, 2011 11:32 PM

18

Not a huge fan of going to the cafeteria for lunch, I like it better when the food is
in a separate room for the applicants and the residents (hard to navigate a new
cafeteria, felt like it wastes time you could be spending speaking with residents).

Dec 15, 2011 5:07 PM

19

None

Dec 15, 2011 11:41 AM

20

The entire process went smooth and as planned, no problems from this end.

Dec 4, 2011 12:01 PM

21

Nothing

Dec 4, 2011 9:10 AM

22

The interview dinner

Dec 3, 2011 4:53 PM

23

More/better snacks.

Dec 2, 2011 12:17 AM

24

The breaks were a bit long; ending late in the day when some of the people you
are interviewing with leave over an hour before you is tough, especially when

Dec 1, 2011 11:22 AM
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Q8. What did you dislike?

you have a long drive ahead of you.
25

The cafeteria food :) It may have been cheaper and nicer to have something
delivered

Dec 1, 2011 11:02 AM

26

Lunch could have been better than simply cafeteria food.

Nov 28, 2011 2:49 PM

27

n/a

Nov 28, 2011 12:46 PM

28

having resident dinner at someone's apartment. It was really crowded, and not
enough residents to go around to be able to really ask any questions. I ended up
just visiting with other students the whole time.

Nov 28, 2011 12:30 PM

29

N/A

Nov 28, 2011 9:54 AM

30

I felt pressure to defend why I was interested in the area and the program

Nov 28, 2011 9:36 AM

31

None.

Nov 28, 2011 12:40 AM

32

An interview leading off with "Do you have any questions?"

Nov 13, 2011 12:27 PM

33

I didn't find any part of the residency, residents, faculty or facilities unlikable.

Nov 11, 2011 2:57 PM

34

There was an interview that was just based on any questions that I had. I found
this to be a little overkill as there was ample time to ask any questions before
and after.

Nov 7, 2011 6:11 PM

35

overall, the people seemed over-eager; almost too enthusiastic

Nov 7, 2011 5:42 PM

36

Nothing

Nov 7, 2011 1:42 PM

37

-It was a little unclear as to whether the resident interview/tour was an interview
or a tour. -Might have liked a tiny bit more experiential interviewing. Sitting in on
a lecture, or a simulation.

Nov 7, 2011 12:56 PM
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Q9. Video Comments:

1

none

Feb 8, 2012 11:58 PM

2

Informative, easy to watch.

Feb 1, 2012 10:25 PM

3

See above...it just needs to be refined. I think the idea of a video in general is
good!

Jan 18, 2012 10:48 PM

4

I thought the video was a nice overview of the program, and took us through
many aspects of the program.

Jan 18, 2012 8:33 PM

5

Great overview and general information about the program

Jan 13, 2012 3:31 PM

6

Honestly can't remember anything from it.

Jan 13, 2012 11:40 AM

7

I liked it in combination with Dr. Hegerty following up with it, referring to specific
comments made in it, and then going through page by page the resident
handbook. If it were just the video alone, I think it would have been insufficient,
but together with Dr. Hegerty's talk it was perfect.

Jan 12, 2012 8:09 PM

8

Needs some editing

Jan 12, 2012 5:16 PM

9

-The video was pretty cool and very informative, but I think a talk from the
PD/assistant PD/Assoc PD about the content the video covers would have a
more personal feel rather than just leaving the applicants in a room alone to
watch the video.

Jan 10, 2012 10:19 PM

10

There were some transitions areas in the middle near the peds ICU discussion
that I think may have been spliced improperly as the logic flow is slightly broken
and comments do not follow an ordered train of thought.

Dec 29, 2011 10:12 PM

11

Very informative, nice and engaging way to get the basics out of the way.

Dec 28, 2011 4:38 PM

12

Helpful, but slightly disorganized.

Dec 28, 2011 12:06 PM

13

Content of the video was helpful, but the quality of the filming was not as high as
some other programs (e.g. the dialogue on outdoor scenes was hard to hear due
to wind noise).

Dec 27, 2011 7:29 PM

14

Well put together. Good information delivery. However, it seems less personal
than a presentation.

Dec 21, 2011 9:05 PM

15

nice overview

Dec 20, 2011 1:00 PM

16

Reasonable intro to the program, although at times a little hard to hear (volume
fluctuations)

Dec 19, 2011 12:48 AM

17

Video is an efficient way of introducing the program, faculty and staff. I think it is
very informative, and should be included in future interviews.

Dec 16, 2011 12:17 AM

18

Great!

Dec 15, 2011 11:32 PM

19

Really liked it, very informative.

Dec 15, 2011 5:07 PM

20

Keep it, very helpful to set stage for how day will go, and how people feel about

Dec 15, 2011 11:41 AM
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Q9. Video Comments:

program
21

Original way to give an overview and served as a symbol to show how much
program cares about the residency program. Great idea.

Dec 4, 2011 12:01 PM

22

Great video. Everybody in the program is very enthusiastic and it's displayed
well on the video.

Dec 3, 2011 4:53 PM

23

Very good, but would have liked to hear from PD in person.

Dec 2, 2011 12:17 AM

24

Very informative.

Dec 1, 2011 4:52 PM

25

Video was good - can't think of anything different I'd have liked to see in the
movie.

Dec 1, 2011 3:20 PM

26

A bit long, but very informative.

Dec 1, 2011 11:22 AM

27

Good information but too long.

Dec 1, 2011 11:02 AM

28

Some of the text that scrolled at the bottom and at the top of the screen was off
of the frame of view.

Nov 28, 2011 5:09 PM

29

Well-made video with good information.

Nov 28, 2011 2:49 PM

30

Informative, but may be a bit long

Nov 28, 2011 12:46 PM

31

--I liked the video very much, though I would add that it might make more sense
to play the video through the desktop computer in the conference room since it's
equipped with speakers and the sound clarity would be improved

Nov 28, 2011 10:14 AM

32

Very informative.

Nov 28, 2011 9:54 AM

33

It was great!

Nov 28, 2011 9:36 AM

34

none, I was told a new one would be coming soon.

Nov 28, 2011 12:40 AM

35

It provided a useful, quick overview of major aspects of your program. I would
continue to update and use the video presentation.

Nov 11, 2011 2:57 PM

36

Video was very informative. Length and content were perfect. Looking forward
to seeing updated version.

Nov 8, 2011 9:40 PM

37

Very helpful video, although it made answering "so what questions do you
have?" very tough.

Nov 7, 2011 5:42 PM

38

I plan to watch the new one online when it is available, but otherwise well done.

Nov 7, 2011 1:42 PM

39

It was a bit long. I think you cover almost all the information when going over the
information packet. The resident's comments about procedures, off service
rotations, etc and Dr. Ankel's comments during the video were useful.

Nov 7, 2011 12:56 PM
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Q10. General Comments

1

none

Feb 8, 2012 11:58 PM

2

Overall, I loved my interview day at Regions. The benefits meeting, one-on-one
tours with the residents, time allotted for shadowing in the ED, the pre-interview
dinner at a resident's apartment, and the friendly people at your program helped
your interview day stand out among all of the other interviews I have been to.

Feb 1, 2012 10:25 PM

3

Great program,really think you all have a lot of extras that other programs don't
even come close to. Also appreciated that you had female faculty to interview.

Jan 26, 2012 12:31 PM

4

I had a great interview day overall!

Jan 18, 2012 10:48 PM

5

Thank you!

Jan 18, 2012 8:33 PM

6

Had a great time. Everyone was welcoming. I had lots of good information to
make an informed decision. Overall awesome interview day.

Jan 13, 2012 3:31 PM

7

Great work. Consider eliminating the video. Also consider giving all residents a
list of places to go on the tour so that nothing is accidentally missed.

Jan 13, 2012 11:40 AM

8

Thank you for a very smooth and enjoyable interview day!

Jan 12, 2012 8:09 PM

9

Overall very pleasant experience. I enjoyed my time there, learned quite a bit
about the program, and was impressed with both faculty and residents as well as
the EM program overall.

Jan 9, 2012 6:14 PM

10

Great interview day, very transparent with all issues and very informative. Love
that interviews were n to intense or intimidating!

Dec 29, 2011 10:12 PM

11

Loved the program. Rotated here but still managed to learn a great deal about
the program. The "money" talk from the coordinator was a welcome addition to
the normal residency interview day. I also thought the individual tour was nice
because it allowed me to talk to a resident in a more candid setting but also let
me personalize the tour a bit more. Thanks!

Dec 28, 2011 4:38 PM

12

Favorite interview yet. You all did a fantastic job!

Dec 28, 2011 12:06 PM

13

Left interview day with very favorable impression.

Dec 27, 2011 7:29 PM

14

Enjoyed my interview day, and really appreciated the transparency of the
program (i.e. documentation on website and in packet material stating resident
"likes and dislikes"). Very refreshing!

Dec 19, 2011 12:48 AM

15

I really liked regions

Dec 18, 2011 4:38 PM

16

Interview day was informative. I'm impressed with the program overall.
Residents are nice and happy.

Dec 16, 2011 12:17 AM

17

You guys did a good job of really putting everything on the table. I didn't feel like
anyone is holding anything back, no skeletons in the closet about the program. I
feel really comfortable walking away knowing all my questions were answered
and completely comfortable emailing if any others come up.

Dec 15, 2011 5:07 PM

18

Awesome interview day, loved it!

Dec 15, 2011 11:41 AM
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Q10. General Comments

19

1 on 1 tours were unique and more informative than a group

Dec 11, 2011 10:23 PM

20

Great experience overall, keep up the good work.

Dec 4, 2011 12:01 PM

21

The program coordinators were very helpful with making sure everyone was
comfortable and where they needed to be.

Dec 4, 2011 9:10 AM

22

I was very impressed by the fact that everybody has been very helpful during the
application and interview process from day 1. I was also impressed by the open
door policy this program has. Regions is one of the few programs to go out of its
way to contact applicants and answer their questions before the interview day. I
was pleasantly surprised with what the program has to offer and will consider
ranking it highly.

Dec 3, 2011 4:53 PM

23

Thank you.

Dec 2, 2011 12:17 AM

24

I really enjoyed my interview day.

Dec 1, 2011 4:52 PM

25

Overall a good day. Also really appreciated your use of Interview Broker--all
programs should be using this! It's great for applicants!

Nov 28, 2011 2:49 PM

26

I very much enjoyed my day at Regions! The program seems strong and very
driven by the residents. It has great exposure to toxicology, pediatrics and EMS.
In general, I would very much enjoy coming back to MN and training at Regions!

Nov 28, 2011 12:46 PM

27

--Overall an impressive day, Regions compares well with the two programs I've
looked at thus far (Iowa and Mayo) and is memorable for its transparency,
emphasis on innovation, enthusiasm for teaching, and friendly approach

Nov 28, 2011 10:14 AM

28

You do a very good job "selling" your residency program by providing lots of
information and being open about any shortcomings and outlining a plan to fix
them. I was very impressed with the program.

Nov 28, 2011 9:54 AM

29

Seems like a warm, supportive program that provides excellent training!

Nov 28, 2011 9:36 AM

30

thanks for having me. nice set up, thanks for breaking it up into 2 groups as a lot
of people were interviewing the day I visited.

Nov 28, 2011 12:40 AM

31

I would have like to have seen what resources are available to residents, as I
worry that the program may not have all the access to online resources (journals,
etc) of a university affiliated program

Nov 12, 2011 3:09 PM

32

Very good program. Effective, efficient interview day.

Nov 11, 2011 2:57 PM

33

Extremely impressed throughout interview. Left interview day excited. Could
definitely see myself as a resident at Regions.

Nov 8, 2011 9:40 PM

34

Overall the day was good and flowed smoothly.

Nov 7, 2011 6:11 PM

35

Clearly a solid program that lives up to its growing reputation for resident
education, energy, and quality improvement.

Nov 7, 2011 5:42 PM

36

Great interview. Really enjoyed the visit.

Nov 7, 2011 1:42 PM
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37

-Overall I really enjoyed interview day. I am now doubly eager to match into the
residency program after visiting.
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